FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
EMPIRASIGN STRATEGIES LAUNCHES AGENCY FIXED RATE SPECIFIED
OFFERINGS
Live Market Data Now Covers All Structured Products Across, US, UK and EU
Markets
NEW YORK, October 7, 2013—Empirasign Strategies LLC, a provider of live and
historical mortgage and asset backed securities market data, has launched
coverage of Agency Fixed Rate Specified Offerings (FRS). The new offering includes
live FRS market data and functionality enabling market participants to sort and
organize the data within a Web browser using standard filters like those in Excel®.
The addition of this securities class, which comprises the lion's share of residential
mortgage-backed securities new issuance, extends the Empirasign database to all
Structured Product sub sectors issued and traded in the United States, United
Kingdom and Europe.
“The Structured Products Securities market is one big disjointed mosaic,” said Adam
Murphy, President and Founder of Empirasign Strategies LLC. “Empirasign and its
customers now have a clear view of more tiles than anyone.”
Empirasign is the sole commercial supplier of live and historical market data
covering residential and commercial mortgage-backed (RMBS, CMBS) and assetbacked securities (ABS). Empirasign data is used by more than 30 of the top
broker/dealers and 20 leading asset managers as well as key evaluated pricing
services.
In addition to now providing a single source for all market data, the independent,
unbiased, multi-contributor qualities of Empirasign market data ensure it is the most
robust, market data available for pricing, modeling, valuation and risk management.
The database is searchable and includes real-time price updates, independent
portfolio valuation and risk management functionality. The data can be accessed by
an interactive Web interface or API.
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About Empirasign Strategies LLC
The Empirasign ABS/MBS Trade Database is a web-accessible database of all trade
color and dealer offerings in the ABS/MBS/CMBS markets. The company is only
commercial supplier of this Market Data.
In 2012, Empirasign indexed over 12,400 Bid Lists, and over 400,000 unique dealer
offerings. Empirasign market data is independently sourced from multiple buy and
sell-side market participants. The multi-contributor, independent, neutral, real-time

attributes of Empirasign market data make it optimal for trading, market analysis
and modeling as well as portfolio valuation and risk management.
Empirasign data is available real time via an interactive Web interface and API. Bulk
data can be accessed through both a daily feed and API. Bulk data can be used to
enhance current in-house systems. The Empirasign API is language agnostic and
allows for easy downloading directly into Excel or practically any other data store.
The company is privately held and based in New York City.
For more information, visit the firm’s Web site at www.empirasign.com.
Microsoft and Excel are either registered trademarks or trademarks of Microsoft Corporation in the United
States and/or other countries.

